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As is the case for many institutions in the United States, American state legislatures have become
more polarized over the past three decades. While it is common to equate polarization with
increased incivility, research findings on perceptions of civility in state legislatures show that
polarization does not necessarily lead to greater incivility, nor do differences in political culture.
Higher levels of civility tend to be associated with higher levels of professionalization, and with
higher levels of racial and ethnic diversity within the legislature. Lower levels of civility are
present in legislatures with term limits. Most importantly, however, the quality of leadership can
influence the level of civility. This finding suggests that well-designed efforts to encourage
civility and bipartisan discourse in legislatures can be a tool for overcoming polarization.
There is a widespread belief among Americans of all political persuasions that a serious “crisis
of civility” has infected the body politic. As students of American history understand, this
concern is nothing new. However, the concerns of researchers and the general public about
civility often focus on some parts of American politics while neglecting others. For instance,
while there has been extensive research about civility in national politics and in the deliberations
of the U.S. Congress, there has been far less attention to changes over time in civility within state
legislatures. This research brief summarizes some of the findings described in Outside Looking
In, a study of civil discourse in state legislatures edited by Nicholas P. Lovrich, Francis A.
Benjamin, John C. Pierce, and William D. Schreckhise. The research reported in Outside
Looking In examines questions such as whether the crisis in civic discourse and political civility
in the population at large and the U.S. Congress been replicated in the state legislatures in the 50
states, and what factors are most closely associated with both positive and negative civil
discourse in statehouses around the country.
Polarization and Political Culture in State Legislatures
There has been a large number of studies and reports on the topic of political polarization in state
legislatures, but none we have found focus specifically on the topic of political civility. Political
scientists Boris Shor and Nolan McCarty mapped the ideological distance between the parties in
each state legislature from 1993 until 2016. According to their findings, first published in 2011,
at least 34 state legislatures were more polarized than the U.S. Congress at the time of their
study, with California, Colorado, Washington, Arizona, and Michigan being the most polarized.
Among the least polarized legislatures, according to the Shor and McCarty data, were Arkansas,
Rhode Island, Louisiana, and Delaware.
In February 2018, the National Conference of State Legislatures released a revised version of a
report titled State Legislative Policymaking in an Age of Political Polarization. This report
focused on ten case studies of states to examine the extent to which polarization has had an
impact on policymaking. The report concluded that most of the legislatures in their sample were
able to negotiate differences and reach negotiated settlements on major policy issues. More
recently, political scientist Seth Masket examined why some state legislatures have become more
polarized (like California and Colorado) in the past few decades and why some (like Connecticut
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and Kentucky) have become depolarized. Among the factors he identifies as contributing to
polarization in statehouses are the increase in economic inequality, the decline of state political
journalism, and complex mixtures of district-level public opinion that cause some legislators to
simplify their choices by following party cues.
It is common to think that polarization and incivility go hand in hand. While polarization
certainly can contribute to incivility, it is possible to be polarized but respectful and civil. If
changes in civility correlate with changes in polarization, however, findings on the root causes of
polarization can give us some insights into what might also cause incivility.
A rich literature in political science has been generated based on the work of Daniel Elazar, work
directed at documenting three hypothesized strains of American political culture that he
characterized as traditionalistic, individualistic, and moralistic. Elazar argued that these three
approaches to the conceptualization of the democratic polis were widely present within the
original colonies. In the traditionalistic strain, government is viewed as the rightful realm of
elites of wealth and social position, people who should be entrusted with the responsibility to
guide public affairs in appropriate directions with minimal disruptions from persons of lesser
erudition and means. In contrast, the individualistic strain reflected the view that democratic
government is best viewed as a neutral forum for open competition for favor and influence, a
setting in which self-interested parties engage in the push-and-pull of economic and political life
and the institutions of government provide a fair playing field within which the ongoing
competition for public offices takes place. In the moralistic strain, the vision of government is
quite different from either of these conceptions. Democratic politics is conceived of as an
ongoing process of movement toward more noble and just forms of governance, and government
provides both a forum for open discussion and civic involvement and a concrete vehicle for
doing justice once moral dialogues identify appropriate areas for positive action on behalf of
noble ends. As is the case for polarization, it is easy to connect political culture to norms of
civility, but variations in political culture do not necessarily prove that a state will be any more or
less civil.
Lobbyists’ Perspectives on Civility in State Legislatures
Legislative lobbyists are uniquely positioned to understand changes in legislative civility over
time; they often have a longer perspective on the legislature than do legislators themselves, and
they tend to interact frequently with legislators of both parties. Our 2018–19 National Survey of
State Legislative Lobbyists’ produced evidence of considerable variance across states on both the
weakening of norms supportive of civility and the diminution of the non-partisan sphere of
legislative work. Nearly two-thirds of the lobbyists indicated that they felt legislative norms are
weakening. While a clear majority of lobbyists surveyed opine that norm-weakening is occurring
in their own states, over a third believe that it is not occurring or that their own state legislatures
are recovering after a period of such weakening, or they are uncertain. Similarly, while a clear
majority of lobbyists across the country opine that the non-partisan space in their states’
legislatures is shrinking, many disagree that this is occurring in their own states; some are even
of the opinion that there is more such space now than in the past.
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The extent of presence of the three Elazar political culture strains, however, does not greatly
affect the perceptions of state legislative lobbyists with respect to the erosion of norms and
customs relating to civility. Once more it appears that political culture effects are minimal. As
we move from absence to exclusive presence of each of the three strains of political culture
hypothesized by Elazar, there is virtually no change in the perception among lobbyists that the
non-partisan space is shrinking in scope in their respective state legislatures. Similarly, there is
no correlation between measures of polarization and perceived level of civility, or between
civility and the partisan leanings of the states. The map provided in this research brief uses an
index of perceived civility by state, drawn from our survey, to show patterns across the states.
Our work also distinguishes between civility and partisan polarization. It is possible for
legislatures to manifest high levels of polarization, while also being civil. Civility, in short, might
mitigate some of the ill effects of acute partisan polarization. However, none of the three
hypothesized strains of political culture acts to buffer the onset of incivility in the 50 U.S. state
legislatures. Regardless of political culture, political incivility appears to have penetrated state
legislatures and state political life across the entire country. Or to put matters in other words,
polarization does not make legislatures less civil, but it does not make them more civil either.
What of other sets of more contemporary contextual influences to structure that civility? Among
those other potential influences is the level of professionalization present in the state legislatures.
Our research concludes that there is a relationship between legislative professionalization and
degree of perceived civility. The amount a legislator earns in the form of salary is positively
related to the degree to which lobbyists rated their respective legislatures as civil. However, this
relationship does not hold for the other traditional components of professionalization. For
example, longer legislative sessions are associated with lower civility ratings.
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The presence of term limits does seem to increase the chances of incivility, although not to a
great degree. The impact of term limits on civility may be indirect, explained substantially
through its impact on civility via electoral turnover. This is consistent with other research that
indicates term limits in a state tend to reduce cooperation and legislative cosponsorship across
party lines. That, in turn, increases the number of legislators who are without the experience of
forging friendships across the aisle or, perhaps, even among their own copartisans. With term
limits, there are also fewer incentives to invest in relationships, as well as more incentives to
pave the way for the “next gig.”
Other state-level contextual legislative variables provided additional clues related to civility. One
variable that stands out in this regard is a measure of the degree of racial and ethnic diversity
present in a state’s legislature. More diverse legislatures were rated consistently more civil than
less-diverse bodies.
The level of income inequality within a state can also influence civility by placing more fraught
policy issues on the agenda, heightening conflict over redistributive issues, and provoking
ideological debates over social justice. Shifts in income inequality at the state level appear to
generate a widespread influence on the political process, ranging from polarization (as shown by
previous scholars) to negative perceptions of the conduct of state legislators.
Civility can also be influenced by the rural or urban context of the state in which a legislature is
found. In our surveys, lobbyists from more rural states identified the election process, the
inability of legislators to communicate with opposing parties, partisan media, and general
polarization at the federal level as all being sources of incivility in their own state legislatures. In
addition, campaign contributors and legislative party leaders were also more likely to be
identified by lobbyists from more rural states as probable causes of divisiveness. On the other
hand, there were no differences between lobbyists from more rural states and lobbyists from
more urban states in identifying the election of ideologically extreme legislators as a cause of
incivility, or state party leaders as a cause. That observation noted, it was also the case that when
compared to lobbyists from more urban states, lobbyists from more rural states opined that
changing seating arrangements to mix up parties in legislative bodies may contribute to civility.
However, a multivariate consideration of all of these factors suggests that while the context of
legislatures may facilitate legislative incivility, there are unique characteristics in some
legislatures that prevent this drift toward incivility from happening. From a statistical
perspective, it likely means that there are unobserved variables that are not included in the
empirical model developed. These variables could include a wide range of cultural, social,
historical, or individual characteristics. A key factor here, though, is the presence of strong
leaders who hold their colleagues accountable for incivility and who emphasize the
importance of civility in achieving the mission of their state’s legislature.
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Considerations for State Legislative Practice
The research we have summarized suggests that there is substantial agreement among
researchers that the norms, customs, and traditions of civil discourse long have been important to
the successful operation of their respective state legislatures. There is likewise broad agreement
that these norms, customs and traditions are in serious decline, and that this decline is adversely
affecting the ability of state legislatures to achieve their goals of making public policy on the
basis of productive public deliberation, sound evidence, convincing arguments, and adaptive
bipartisan problem-solving. While to some degree the level of civility in a state legislature may
be determined by matters outside of the control of citizens or legislatures, our findings also
suggest that the quality of leadership can make a difference, and that citizens, interest groups,
and the general public can influence legislative leaders through their calls for civility and
accountability.
There are several initiatives designed to train current and future legislative leaders. The National
Institute for Civil Discourse’s “Next Generation” program, founded by former Ohio State
Representative Ted Celeste and directed more recently by former Idaho Senate President pro
Tempore Brent Hill is one such project. There are three main components to Next Generation: a
workshop for state legislators, entitled “Building Trust through Civil Discourse;” a network of
state legislators interested in promoting civility who meet regularly in person and online; and
special training sessions for current or former state legislators who wish to become facilitators
for future workshops. The goal of the workshops is to give state legislators a structured
opportunity to explore ways to improve the quality of discourse within their legislature. The
workshops also give legislators tools to work with colleagues in the opposing party (and in some
cases, to overcome divisions within their own party) in order to create a culture in which
discourse and collaboration are possible. These are not policy-based or issue-based workshops;
they are designed to explore more general obstacles to conducting legislative business. These
workshops are designed to address problems, circumstances, and solutions specific to individual
states. They provide participants with an opportunity to talk about improving individual
relationships and working to change behavioral norms, but they can also foster bipartisan
discussion of institutional changes such as altering the structure of committees or committee
hearings, or reconsidering election laws.
The National Council of State Legislatures (NCSL) has a number of mechanisms in place to
ensure bipartisanship and promote consensus decisions. These include one-year terms for the
president of the organization, alternating the presidency between the two political parties, having
co-chairs of opposite parties for all policy committees, and requiring a three-fourths majority
with one vote per state to adopt public policy positions. NCSL has a track record of actively
promoting civility. Throughout its history, NCSL has assisted legislatures in designing and
delivering training and orientation programs for newly elected members, and the importance of
civility has been a principal lesson of those programs. During 2014–16, NCSL staff, working
with a team of political scientists, conducted a study and produced a report, “State Legislative
Policymaking in an Age of Political Polarization,” based on in-depth interviews in 10 selected
legislatures and a national survey of all state legislators. In 2020, the forced social distancing of
the global coronavirus pandemic has added another dimension to the difficulty of building
personal relationships and civility. Most states adopted procedures for remote participation in
committees or floor sessions, and NCSL staff have tracked these developments.
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Finally, it is clear that much more research on discourse in state legislatures is warranted. The
website for our book (https://labs.wsu.edu/outside-looking-in/) permits any practitioner from any
state to contact one of the four editors to learn how to access the survey findings for his or her
own state. For career legislative staff and legislative leaders, interest group, associational, and
non-profit organizational representatives knowing how the lobbyist community views them and
their colleagues with respect to matters of civility is valuable information. Rather than relying on
hunches, anecdotes, and rumors, these systematically collected data provide a valuable insight
into how people from the “outside looking in” view their states’ legislative processes.
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